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The Lot Verses 

 

Bismillah ir-Rahman ir-Rahim 

With the Divine Qualities of All-Embracing Mercy and Compassion 



The transgressions of the people of Lot according to the general opion, condemn homosexuality, 

and are founded in the episode of the Prophet Lot (Peace be upon him). It was told to the habitants 

of Sodom in the following terms: 

Ataatoonal faahishata maa sabaqakum bihaa min ahadim minal ‘aalameen.  
Innakum lataatoonar rijaala shahwatam min doonin nisaaa' 

“You approach an indecency that nobody in this world has committed before, 
you go toward the men with lust, instead of females.” (7: 80-81)

Ataatoonaz zukraana minal 'aalameen 
Wa tazaroona maa khalaqa lakum Rabbukum min azwaajikum 

“Do you approach males from among world beings, 

forsaking the pairs that your Sustainer had created for you? (26: 165)

This Ayat seem to condemn men who approach other men instead of women, as is natural. Each 

prophet was sent to reestablish a lost way of life, return humanity to the straight path. In the vase of 

Lot, the aspect of their transgressions that is most well-known was their sexual nature, but this is 

not the only aspect he came to correct. Robert Graves and Raphael Patai (1982: 146-150) describe 

the behaviour of the people of Sodom as a very rich people who had slaves who would sent their 

slaves out to collect grains and would discover gold under the grains, but never received even a loaf 

أََتأُْتوَن ٱْلَفاِحَشَة
َما َسَبَقُكْم ِبَھا ِمْن أََحٍد
مِّن ٱْلَعاَلِمیَن

ْكَراَن أََتأُْتوَن ٱلذُّ
ِمَن ٱْلَعاَلِمیَن
َوَتَذُروَن

ْن أَْزَواِجُكْم ُكْم مِّ َما َخَلَق َلُكْم َربُّ
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of bread in gratitude. The Sodomites were known for their inhospitality, going so far as covering 

their fig trees so that birds couldn’t eat their fruit.  

Sodom was secured against attacks, but in order to discourage visitors they implemented a law that 

whosoever feeds a foreigner would be burned alive. Instead, they were commanded to rob the 

foreigner of everything and expel them from the city, leaving them completely naked.  

In Sepher HaYashar, discovered in the 18th century it is said:  

 “Once a year a banquet was put on and they dances on the lawns next to springs with the  

 sound of drums. After drinking in abundance, each man seized the wife of his neighbour, or  

 their virgin daughter, and “enjoyed her,” and no man cared that his wife or daughter was  

 with his neighbour.” 

These are some eloquent descriptions of the transgressions of the Sodomites; describing the absence 

of sexual taboos, the lack of consent culture, and violence against guests and foreigners; all very 

antisocial acts. Turning to the Qur’an, we find among the reproaches against the people of Sodom 

the expression: Ataatoonaz zukraana minal ‘aalameen, wa tazaroona maa khalaqa lakum Rabbukum 

min azwaajikum - “Do you approach the males from among worldly beings, forsaking the pairs that 

your Sustainer had created for you? (26: 165).  The Quranic expression is “you approach the 

males”…which many traditions translate as “towards men…” More specifically, the Quranic verb is 

“zukraana”, plural of “zakaru”, meaning “male (of the species)”, this does not refer only to the 

human species. It is used in reference to any species, like a male plant for example. “Approaching 

the male of the species” can refer not only to humans but also to animals. Lot also states “from 

among the worldly beings” which seems like a hyperbole; however, let us not forget that Allah is 

Rabb al-‘Alamin - the Sustainer of all the Worlds. To approach the males of all the worlds seems 

almost unimaginable. Is it perhaps strange that the fuqahha have considered it possible to have 

sexual unions between men and jinn (invisible beings)? It is also possible that this expression 

highlights a type of sexuality that is forever unsatisfied.  

Instead, the Qur’an offers us a better way, satisfying our sexuality with the partners “zawaaj” that 

have been made specifically for us. Let us therefore consider that the Qur’an is talking about 

making advances towards those other than those who have been created for us by our personal 



Sustainer (Rabb). Not forgetting that the Qur’an is speaking to everyone at all times; it is not 

addressing men nor women specifically, and therefore we can personally read this verse in its full 

context as well as in the context of not forsaking, abandoning, or cheating on one’s soul mate. Lot 

says “azwaajikum” not “spouse”, not “women” as it has been frequently translated. The Quranic 

word “zawj” is central to islamic cosmology - “we create everything in pairs” says Allah in the 

Qur’an.  The union between the masculine and feminine is a zawj, a balance of forces that inhabits 

nature. The disunity or destruction of pairs in nature is imbalance, in which we find ourselves 

forever unsatisfied. 

There is another consideration; were the people of Sodom all men? Were there no women? If we 

assume this we are adding to the Quranic text something that it doesn’t state itself. If we 

understand, as aforementioned, that the Quran speaks to all, not just to women or just to men, then 

we cannot state that this Ayah should be understood as a prohibition against heterosexuality; for 

women are also prohibited from approaching “men”. It must be in reference to something else, 

promiscuity without boundaries. The text indeed states “min azwaajikum” meaning “from your 

partners”, and is applicable just as much for women as it is for men.  

Another Ayah, mentioned above is 7: 81 which states:  

Ataatoonal faahishata maa sabaqakum bihaa min ahadim minal ‘aalameen.  
Innakum lataatoonar rijaala shahwatam min doonin nisaaa' 

“You approach an indecency that nobody in this world has committed before, 
you go toward the men with lust, instead of females.”

This is in fact the Ayah from which the prohibition of homosexuality has been based on, as it 

mentions specifically “men” as the object of desire of Qawm Luti (the people of Lot). The word 

“Ar-Rijaala” (plural of “rajul” - man) functions as a generic term: humanity in general. For 

example, Rabi’a al ‘Adawiyya speaks of herself with the same word, she is not calling herself a 

man, but is referring to her maturity as an “insaan” (human being).  The Quranic term “rajul” (pl. 

rijaal) is mentioned 53 times in the Qur’an and in 21 cases it clearly refers to the male. In 32 other 

occasions it refers to human beings generically. Furthermore, according to exegesis (tafsir), the 

word “rajul” cannot be applied exclusively to “men” but instead to “persons”. According to Ibn 

‘Arabi, rajul makes reference to the active principle, in which case it does not refer to men, but to 

the active masculine principle or energy of the human being, male, female, ‘aqeem, intersex or 



whichever. He states that women can also be referred to as rijaal in this case, for it is not just men 

who have masculine and active energy. In fact, with modern gender theory we can fully accept this 

hypothesis of Ibn ‘Arabi, it is not the body that makes one “rajul” but one’s energy.  

Furthermore, we tend to emphasise the negativity withi the injunction, the “improper” or the 

“haraam”. But if we turn to the positive aspect of the ayah we see that we are not advised to go 

towards any women, but towards “doon an-nisâ’í” (“proper women”). The Qur’an is not referring 

to women in general but to the correct women, which if we read in the context of the above 

discussed concept of partner or “zawj” we see that the Quranic lecture is not literally referencing 

men and women but is referring to a limited sexuality with the correct type of partner, instead of 

limitless lust.  Certainly, approaching men without boundaries instead of the appropriate women is 

wrong, the halaal is better.  

The struggle against sexual promiscuity is not the totality of the message of Lot. Let us remember 

that the laws of hospitality and asylum are part of the transgressions that he had to confront. This is 

fundamental, and the Qur’an is clear that this was a aprt of the adversion of the Sodomites against 

Lot’s guests. When the angels arrived at his house, their exclamation reveals their fears: 

نَكُروَن   قَاَل إِنَُّكْم قَْوٌم مُّ
Qaala innakum qawmum munkaroon 

 “Certainly, you are an unknown people [here]!” (15: 62) 

The Arabic expression is qawmun munkaroon - “you are an unknown people” - foreigners.   

In the Qur’an, the prohibition against giving asylum that was law in Sodom, was the motive for the 

people searching for the foreigners. It isn’t speaking about enjoying them, and it does not mention 

homosexuality: 

َوَجآَء أَْھُل ٱْلَمِدیَنِة
َیْسَتْبِشُروَن

َقاَل إِنَّ َھُؤآلِء َضْیِفي
َفالَ َتْفَضُحوِن
 َ َّTقُوْا ٱ َوٱتَّ
 َوالَ ُتْخُزوِن
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Wa jaaa'a ahlul madeenati yastabshiroon 
Qaala inna haaa'ulaaa'i daifee falaa tafdahoon 

Wattaqul laaha wa laa tukhzoon 
Qaalooo awalam nanhaka 'anil 'aalameen 

Qaala haaa'ulaaa'i banaateee in kuntum faa'ileen 

“And the people of the city came, rejoicing at the news.  
Lot exclaimed: truly these are my guests; don’t shame me, but be God conscious and do not 
dishonour me! The responded “have we not prohibited every type of people?” (15: 67-71)

Wa laqad raawadoohu ‘an daifee  
fatamasnaaa a'yunahum  

fazooqoo 'azaabee wa nuzur 

“and they demanded that he deliver his guests: 
so we deprived them of sight [as if telling them]: 

«Savour the punishment I inflict when My warnings are ignored!” 

The Qur’an does not mention homosexuality as the motive for the destruction of Sodom. On the 

contrary, it specifies that the motive was their refusal to have laws of hospitality, or the right of 

foreigners to asylum, well recognised in islamic jurisprudence.  In the case of “sodomising” the 

guests, in no case does this verse speak about homo-affective relationships; relationships based on 

love between people of the same sex, but in fact refers to violations. Violation is prohibited, not 

love between two men. Furthermore, it is absurd to pretend that all the Qawm Luti were men. 

Therefore, why did Allah punish women too? The idea that the Ayah condemns homosexuality 

cannot be sustained even as the most minimal of deductions. 

The destruction of a people that are fixated on a limitless sexuality, breaking all rules of hospitality, 

refusing asylum and destroying a cultural practice of parters (zawj) as the nucleus of society is an 

important and beautiful teaching.  The severity of the punishment serves to centralise the concepts 

 َقالُوْا أََو َلْم َنْنَھَك
 َعِن ٱْلَعاَلِمیَن

َولَقَْد َراَوُدوهُ َعن َضْیفِِھ
فَطََمْسنَآ أَْعیُنَھُْم
فَُذوقُوْا َعَذابِي َونُُذِر
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of the couple, balance, hospitality, asylum, protection of others, good treatment of foreigners and 

sexual ethics.  Promiscuity negates the couple, negation of the couple makes hospitality impossible. 

Promiscuity negates the intimacy of the home, it makes the exterior the only space in which 

creation can move. Hospitality is a ritual that centralises the home, offering one’s own space to 

outsiders. Dispersing our sexuality instead of concentrating it on one’s soul mate dilutes us, 

negating our individual deep needs for a superficial exterior. This is one of the biggest issues facing 

the gay community, mentioned in numerous studies from LGBT writers who offer solutions (the 

straight jacket; the velvet rage). The Quranic injunctions serve to reinforce that message. 

Wallahu ‘Alim 

Martin Hasan Di Maggio: londonqueermuslims@gmail.com 
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